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concerning the synagogues of the Dispersion but it would be
unwise to apply this to Palestine, for it is quite possible that
the practice of these two great sections of the Jewish world did
not exactly correspond. There may well have been variations
from district to district, even from town to town, and indeed
it is difficult to see what central authority could possibly have
laid down or enforced strict rules for the direction and organiza-
tion of a synagogue. Quite a small number of Jews—probably
a minimum of ten x—could constitute the initial group. This
little community, of which its synagogue was both the centre
and the symbol,2 was usually led by a council of elders, either
co-opted or elected. This was an administrative council under
the direction of either one, or three officials (in Greek, archisyn-
agogoi), who maintained order and regulated the finances of
the synagogue, collecting subscriptions, authorizing expenditure,
and agreeing on the best use to be made of such offerings as
were received. An official called a hazzan (vnriQerrjg), who
was a kind of beadle and schoolmaster, kept order at the meetings
(sometimes a very necessary duty), and was responsible for the
correct reading of the Scriptures. It was also his duty to teach
the children to read and write so that they might be able to
gain a proper knowledge of the Torah.
There was a meeting in the synagogue every evening,3 but
the whole community was under no obligation to assemble there
except on the Sabbath or for the special religious festivals. In
this way the religious rhythm of the synagogue coincided more
or less with that of the Temple. As a centre and focus of
community life it was full of vitality and vigour. The members
all knew one another and were quick to notice lapses and equally
ready to encourage and applaud manifestations of piety, that
being the sole standard by which anyone in the group was ever
judged. The synagogue was used not only for reading, listening,
singing and praying, but also for discussion, an exercise for
which the Jews soon showed a peculiar talent. They took to
this intellectual warfare so readily and derived such pleasure
from it that arguments would be started on every possible
occasion, and they became more and more passionately addicted
to subtle and ingenious interpretations. The Scribes who had
done so much to develop this very spirit naturally welcomed
its appearance in the synagogue, and if their teaching, which was
the fruit of their own schools, remained rigid, they themselves
revelled in this propitious atmosphere.
As a rule the founding of a synagogue cannot have been a
1 This was the minian, or number.    C/. CCC, i, 84 ff.
3 EB, art. Synagogue, § 9.	3 EB, art. Synagogue, § 10.

